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ABSTRACT: XY compliant parallel manipulators (CPMs) have been used as diverse applications such as AFM 
(atomic force microscope) scanners due to their proved advantages such as eliminated backlash, reduced friction, 
reduced number of parts and monolithic configuration. This paper presents an innovative approach of stiffness center 
based to design a decoupled 2-legged XY CPM in order to better minimise the inherent parasitic rotation and have a 
more compact configuration. This innovative design approach makes all the stiffness centers, associated with the passive 
prismatic (P) modules, overlap at a point that all the applied input forces can go through. A monolithic compact and 
decoupled XY CPM with minimised parasitic rotation is then proposed using the proposed design approach based on a 
2-PP kinematically decoupled translational parallel manipulator. Its load-displacement and motion range equations are 
derived, and geometrical parameters are determined for a specified motion range. FEA comparisons are also 
implemented to verify the analytical models with analysis of the performance characteristics including primary stiffness, 
cross-axis coupling, parasitic rotation, input and output motion difference and actuator non-isolation effect. Compared 
with the existing XY CPMs obtained using four-legged mirror-symmetric constraint arrangement, the proposed XY 
CPM based on stiffness center approach mainly benefits from fewer legs resulting in reduced size, reduced number of 
parts, simpler modelling as well as smaller lost motion. Compared with existing 2-legged designs with conventional 
arrangement, the present design has smaller parasitic rotation, which has been proved from the FEA results. 
 
KEYWORDS: Compliant mechanisms, Compactness, Parasitic motion, Stiffness center, Decoupling, 
Nonlinear modelling; 
 
1 INTRODUCTION  
There is an increasing need for designing compact large-range XY parallel flexure motion stages for 
a variety of applications such as AFM (atomic force microscope) scanning tables for bio-medical 
applications [1-3]. The XY parallel flexure motion stage is an XY compliant parallel manipulator 
(CPM) that is composed of a fixed base and a motion stage connected by compliant members 
actuated by linear actuators indirectly. Its motion stage only translates in the XY plane by the 
deformation of the compliant members. Compared with its rigid-body counterparts, the XY CPM  
has  plenty of merits such as eliminated backlash and friction, no need for lubrication, reduced wear 
and noise, high precision up to nano-metric, high payloads, reduced number of parts, more-compact 
and monolithic configuration [4].  
In compliant mechanisms, distributed-compliance is often used for increasing the motion range.     
However, parasitic motion such as undesired rotation will always accompany its primary translation 
inherently if no suitable measure is taken, which can adversely affect the positioning/scanning 
accuracy.  For example, a commonly-used parallelogram flexure mechanism produces a transverse 
primary motion caused by the force acting at the tip of the flexure with the consequence that active 
rotation compensation is needed to maintain a zero rotation at the tip. In addition, the cross-axis 
coupling between the X- and Y- axes can introduce the complicated control and measurement 
uncertainties in the scanning processing [5]. Recent research advances have enabled the desired 
designs with decoupled configuration and minimised parasitic rotation in XY CPMs. For instance, 
based on a 4-PP (P: prismatic) kinematically decoupled
1
 translational parallel manipulator (TPM) 
(Figure 1a), both the rotational symmetry [6, 7] and mirror symmetry [6-9] constraints for compliant 
modules, especially mirror symmetry, were used to produce the kinematostatically decoupled
2
 XY 
                                                          
1
 Kinematic decoupling can be classified into two types: complete decoupling and partial decoupling. This paper only concerns the 
complete kinematic decoupling, which refers to that each independent output motion is controlled by only one input motion. 
2
 Kinematostatic decoupling means that one primary output translational displacement is only affected by the actuation force along 
the same direction, which describes the relationship between the input force and output motion. This decoupling (no absolute) is also 
called the output-decoupling/minimal cross-axis coupling in CPMs. Kinematostatic coupling may lead to complicated motion 
control, which is the sufficient condition of kinematic decoupling. 
  
2 
CPMs with other good characteristics such as minimised parasitic rotations and the maximal 
actuator isolation (minimal input-coupling) [6]. Despite their characteristics, such rotational/mirror 
symmetry strategies, however, introduce a trade-off between the minimised parasitic motion (due to 
symmetry) and large size/increased number of parts (due to using 4 legs) of 4-PP XY CPMs 
compared to the 2-legged (2-PP) XY CPMs according to the 2-PP TPM (Figure 1b). Moreover, the 
symmetric 4-legged design may cause relatively large lost motion (between the input motion and 
output motion) due to the fact that the passive P joint connected to one actuated P joint in one leg 
transfers loads to the rest three leg legs rather than only one leg. In addition, hybrid-compliance 
modules [10] were used to reduce the parasitic rotation but subject to the fact that lumped-
compliance results in small motion range and stress concentration. 
 
 
Fig. 1 XY parallel manipulators 
     
Moreover, the design of partial stiffness center
 
based was discussed in [6] for a 2-legged XY 
CPM, which can only well minimise the parasitic rotational yaw if only ONE actuation force is 
applied. The stiffness center [7, 11] refers to a point through which an actuation force, parallel to the 
primary motion, is applied on the motion stage of a compliant module to produce the primary 
translation and minimize any parasitic rotation. The indicated stiffness center of a parallelogram 
module is shown in Figure 2, which are the symmetric centers of all compliant beams.  
 
 
Fig. 2 Stiffness center demonstration for a parallelogram module 
 
In order to better reduce the parasitic rotations of multi-DOF (degrees of freedom) translational 
CPMs and make the configuration more compact, an innovative design approach of full stiffness 
center based is presented in this paper building on the above advances and a corresponding 2-legged 
XY CPM is designed, modelled and theoretically analyzed.  
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3 
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 states the novel design approach of 
stiffness center based for XY CPMs. In Sec. 3, a compact and decoupled XY CPM with minimised 
parasitic rotation is proposed and described. Analytical modelling is implemented with comparisons 
with FEA in Sec. 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 6. 
 
2 DESIGN APPROACH OF STIFFNESS CENTER BASED FOR XY CPMS 
2-legged XY CPMs with minimised parasitic rotation and a compact configuration can be designed 
following the procedure below:  
(1) Replace the traditional kinematic joints with appropriate distributed-compliance 
parallelogram modules based on the configuration of 2-PP kinematically decoupled TPMs (Figure 
1b).  
(2) Re-arrange the passive compliant modules to make all the stiffness centers, associated with 
the passive modules, overlap at a same point that all the applied input forces can go through. 
Therefore, an appropriate embedded arrangement must be performed to integrate all the passive 
compliant modules together.  
    (3) Take further measures to make the whole configuration compact, and/or address certain 
specific requirement. 
    In Sec. 3, an example monolithic XY CPM will be presented using the above design approach. 
More examples can be obtained based on the actual needs/applications using the proposed approach 
similar to the case in Section 3. For example, one can use different actuated compliant P joint and/or 
increase the beam number (elasticity average) in the compliant parallelogram modules. In addition, 
a monolithic 2-legged XY CPM with minimised parasitic rotation may be proposed according to the 
strategy of both partial symmetry and partial stiffness center overlapping (see Appendix A for 
details). Three types of 2-legged stacked XY CPMs with further reduced size using a two-level 
strategy will also be discussed in Appendix B to demonstrate diverse applications of the design 
approach of stiffness center based. It should be noted that the proposed approach to minimise the 
parasitic rotation can be used to design the 3-legged spatial translational CPMs. 
 
3 DESIGN OF A 2-LEGGED XY CPM WITH STIFFNESS CENTER OVERLAPPING 
 
3.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
In addition to kinematostatic decoupling and minimised parasitic rotations mentioned in the 
introduction section, the following design criteria should be considered to obtain a high-
performance XY CPM. 
 
1) Material and actuator selections 
AL6061-T6 and AL7075-T6 are recommended for precision instruments due to the material’s low 
internal stresses, good strength and phase stability [7]. In this paper, AL6061-T6, with Young’s 
Modules E = 69 Gpa, Yield stress 276 Mpa and Poisson’s ratio v = 0.33, is selected for modelling 
and FEA comparisons owing to its low cost. 
It is noted that the millimetre-level motion range requires a large-range linear actuator, which 
cannot be a PZT actuator. Although amplifiers as actuated compliant P joints can be combined with 
the PZT actuator to enlarge the motion range [9], adversely, they lead to relatively low off-axis 
stiffness and augment the minimum incremental motion of the actuators. Thus, one needs to choose 
the linear Voice Coil actuator [12] for millimetre-level actuation range. This linear actuator has 
merits such as large-range nanopositioning (the large range of motion and high nanometric 
resolution), linear model, and force-control along with hysteresis-free, frictionless and cog-free 
motion. Due to the nature that heat dissipates from the coil in the actuator, thus the magnet along 
with the back iron is connected to the input stage of the 2-legged XY CPM to improve the thermal 
stability [13].  
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2) Monolithic design and fabrication 
In order to avoid the negative effects such as assembly error, increased number of parts, reduced 
stiffness (by about 30% by bolted joints) and increased cost, the monolithic design is always 
desired.  
The well-known CNC multi-axis milling machining is extensively used to fabricate precise parts 
in industry. However, there are three main issues for the compliant mechanism manufacture. One is 
that the thickness of the in-depth features must be not larger than the driller length. The second is 
that the in-plane small thickness of the features is limited by the nature of the contact machining 
producing loading to the thin features, which has to be verified by repeated experiments by an 
experienced technician. The third is that the gap size between two adjacent features is largely 
constrained by the diameter of the driller. In addition, the milling machining is also time-consuming 
for fabricating a deep feature due to the nature of the machining.  
However, the monolithic XY CPM can be directly fabricated using wire electrical discharge 
machining (wire EDM). Dimensional tolerances better than 12 microns in plane are easily 
achievable due to the non-contact machining, parallelism and perpendicularity of the machined 
feature can be tightly controlled [7]. Also, with wire EDM, the in-depth feature thickness of the 
plate being machined is not a concern. But the EDM process requires a fairly significant amount of 
set-up works and is generally expensive. 
  
3) Actuator isolation design 
Due to the fact that linear actuators (such as PZT and Voice Coil) and the input linear displacement 
sensors (such as optical linear encoder) cannot tolerate the transverse motion/load, so the actuated 
compliant P joint should have a mirror-symmetric form with regard to the actuation axis through 
using two identical compliant P joints in a parallel form [8]. 
  
4) Large-range motion design 
The XY CPM to be proposed should be able to generate millimetre-level large range of motion 
without stress-concentration at a conceptual level rather than reducing the thickness and increasing 
length of beams. Enlarging the length of beams can make the configuration bulky and reducing the 
thickness of beams may result in the decrease of stiffness significantly and other issues such as 
manufacturability. A good recommendation is to use the distributed-compliance and the double 
parallelogram module (a multi-level strategy involving the secondary stage [7, 11]) to construct the 
actuated compliant P joints. Especially, the use of the two mirror-symmetric double parallelogram 
modules as the actuated P joint can largely alleviate the significant load-stiffening effect [7] 
compared to two mirror-symmetry basic parallelogram modules. Here, this load-stiffening effect 1) 
significantly nonlinearly increases the primary motion stiffness resulting in the use of only small 
motion linear actuators such as PZT actuators, and 2) significantly increases the tensile stress 
causing the ease of material yield under large range of motion.  
 
5) Good dynamics  
From the dynamic equation, it is clear that one may reduce the mass or increase the stiffness to raise 
the modal frequencies for improving the dynamic performance of the proposed XY CPM (Figure 3). 
    There are under-constrained secondary stages involved in the actuated compliant P joints in the 
case of using double parallelogram modules as recommended above, which can undergo free 
vibration along the unconstrained directions. It can be noted that the resulting XY CPM can behave 
well under quasi-statical/low speed motion mode, in which the secondary stages do not vibrate 
uncontrollably. However, if one intends to run the XY CPM in an appreciable speed, a tradeoff has 
to be made between good characteristics, such as large range of motion achieved through the use of 
the double parallelogram modules involving the secondary stages, and the uncontrollable vibration 
mentioned above.  
  
5 
The mounting strategy for the Voice Coil actuator mentioned earlier will add also large mass of 
the magnet and back iron to the compliant mechanism and result in the low natural frequency issue 
limiting the bandwidth of the motion system [13].  
In order to improve the dynamic performance, we can therefore increase the beam number 
(elasticity average) only in the actuated compliant P joints to raise the natural frequency with better 
actuator isolation performance but without affecting the maximal motion range and causing worse 
lost motion. In addition to the above measures, one may also improve the dynamic performance by 
using a high-order controller to achieve a high bandwidth greater than the first natural frequency 
[12]. 
 
6) Other considerations 
It can be envisaged that the parasitic rotation and cross-axis coupling effects may be further slightly 
reduced by two methods: 1) increasing the off-axis stiffness of the actuated compliant P joints, and 
2) increasing the in-plane thickness of the rigid parts to approach the assumption of their absolute 
rigidity. The former method can be achieved by a) increasing the number of compliant beams, 
and/or b) using a different type of actuated compliant P joint with higher off-axis stiffness over the 
motion range [14]. The latter method will result in a dynamic issue. 
    
3.2 EMBODIMENT OF THE XY CPM  
Using the design approach proposed in Sec. 2 with the design criteria considered in Sec 3.1, a novel 
2-legged kinematostatically decoupled XY CPM (Figure 3) with minimised parasitic rotation and a 
compact configuration is obtained by replacing each actuated P joint and each passive P joint in a 2-
PP TPM (Figure 1b) with an actuated compliant P joint and a passive compliant P joint, 
respectively, and making two stiffness center of two passive compliant P joints overlap at the same 
point.  
     
        
 
Fig. 3 A 2-PP XY CPM with stiffness center overlapping of two passive P joints 
 
As shown in Figure 3, two actuated compliant P joints are identical and can be actuated by two 
linear actuators at the input points AX and AY, respectively, each of which is composed of two 
mirror-symmetry double (four-beam) parallelogram modules to address the issue of large range of 
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motion and actuator isolation. Each passive compliant P joint is a parallelogram module connected 
to the motion stage, which has no non-controllable motion mass from the good dynamics point of 
view. It is noted that two passive compliant P joints may be not identical in order to make 
embedded arrangement, but the ratios of length (L2 or L3) to in-plane thickness (T2 or T3) of the 
beams in both passive compliant P joints are same for producing same primary motion stiffness 
along each axis.  
 
4 THEORETICAL CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS 
Under the action of two input forces, Fx and Fy, exerted at two input points, AX and AY, as 
indicated in Figure 3, the following main static characteristics will be investigated by the analytical 
modelling and/or FEA results. 
1) Relationships between the input force and output displacements. The output displacement is 
specified at the SC point on the motion range as shown in Figure 3. These relationships can not only 
reflect the nominal primary motion stiffness (single loading), but also the cross-axis coupling effect, 
(YSC-YSC|Fx=0)/XSC|Fy=0 or (XSC-XSC|Fy=0)/YSC|Fx=0. 
2) Parasitic rotation. Parasitic rotation is specified for the rotation of the motion stage, which can 
be obtained by the displacement difference of any two points on the motion stage. 
3) Actuator non-isolation effect (i.e. input coupling effect). Input-coupling is specified for the 
transverse motion at the two actuation points, AX and AY. Input-coupling effect can be denoted as 
YAX/YSC or XAY/XSC. 
4) Input and output motion difference, which can be expressed by (XAX-XSC)/XSC or (YAY-
YSC)/YSC. 
In addition, the motion range equation is further derived and the geometrical parameters are then 
determined by specifying the desired motion range. 
 
4.1 ANALYTICAL INPUT-FORCE AND OUTPUT-DISPLACEMENT EQUATIONS 
The analytical primary motion stiffness is first estimated in a simplified symbolic form as 
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
3
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
pa
2424
L
EUT
L
EUT
L
EUT
L
EUT
KKK                                   (1) 
where 3322 // LTLT  , which is designated to ensure the same primary stiffness along two axes as 
mentioned earlier. K is the linear primary translational stiffness of the system along each axis. 
3
1
3
1a /4 LEUTK  , which is the primary stiffness of each actuated compliant P joint obtained based 
on the linear beam theory without accounting for the negligible load-stiffening effect, and 
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2p /2/2 LEUTLEUTK  , which is the primary stiffness of each passive compliant P joint 
based on the linear beam theory as well. All the geometry symbols’ definition can refer to Figure 3. 
In order to capture the slight cross-axis coupling under the assumption of eliminated parasitic 
rotation, we can obtain the following equations based on the relative deformation of the passive P 
joint (Figure 4): 
Δ1+Δ2=0.6Δ
2
/L,                                                                                   (2) 
KaΔ1=KpΔ2                                                                                                                 (3) 
 
where Equation (2) is the geometric compatibility condition, and Equation (3) is the load-
equilibrium condition. In Equation (2), the right-hand term: 0.6Δ2/L is the introduced parasitic 
translation associated with the kinematic effect [7] of a parallelogram module with it beam length of 
L. Δ is primary translation of the passive P joint. Δ1 is the displacement of the actuated P joint 
caused by this parasitic translation along the same direction, and Δ2 is the motion stage 
displacement caused by this parasitic translation along the same direction. 
    From Equations (2) ad (3), we can obtain the solution for Δ1 and Δ2: 
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K
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L
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K
)(6.0 a22  .                                                                    (5) 
Combining Equations (1), (4) and (5), simple but relatively accurate nonlinear load-displacement 
equations for the XY CPM can be written to capture nonlinear characteristics as 
3
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where XSC and YSC are the translational displacements of the overlapped stiffness center, SC, on the 
motion stage along the X- and Y-axes, respectively. XAX and YAY are the primary translational 
displacements at the two input points, AX and AY, along the X- and Y-axes, respectively. Fx and Fy 
are the applied input forces at the two input points along the X- and Y-axes, respectively.  
 
 
Fig. 4 Passive P joint (parallelogram module) relative deformation 
 
It is noted that the above cross-axis coupling is very small and easily addressed in motion systems 
via feedback controls. In principle, the stiffness center based approach is capable of largely 
eliminating the parasitic rotation θSZ. The linear matrix modelling is also detailed in Appendix C to 
compare the monolithic 2-legged XY CPM with stiffness center overlapping with the monolithic 2-
legged XY CPM without stiffness center overlapping, and further verify the effectiveness of the 
stiffness center based approach for minimising the parasitic rotation. 
 
4.2 MOTION RANGE AND GEOMETRICAL PARAMETER DETERMINATION 
From the initial FEA results, it can be concluded that the bending normal stress in our case is the 
dominant effects associated with yield compared with other tensile normal stress and/or shear stress 
effects. Therefore, based on the Von Mises theory and negligible effects of tensile normal stress and 
shear stress, the motion range of the actuated P joint and two passive P joints should approximately 
meet the following equations [11]:  
1
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3
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where η is the safety factor considering actual factors such as stress concentration, which is 
specified to be 1.35 (or 1.2) for the actuated P joint (or the passive P joint). The motion range of the 
XY CPM should be the minimal one among Equations (9) to (11).  
    In order to achieve a motion range of 2 mm along each unidirection (a total motion range of 4mm 
per bi-direction) and considering the manufacturability for the minimal in-plane thickness, the 
primary geometrical parameters can therefore be determined as listed in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Principle geometrical parameters  
 
Length 
L1 
Length 
L2 
Length 
L3 
In-plane 
thickness 
T1 
In-plane 
thickness 
 T2 
In-plane 
thickness  
T3 
Spanning 
size 
 W2 
Spanning 
size 
 W3 
Out-of-plane 
thickness 
 U 
Overall 
dimensions 
 S×S 
22.5 
mm 
30  
mm 
30 
 mm 
0.5  
mm 
0.5  
mm 
0.5  
mm 
10.25  
mm 
31.75  
mm 
10  
mm 
220×220  
mm 
 
Substituting the above geometrical parameters into Equation (1), we obtain the system primary 
stiffness along each axis is 36.68N/mm. 
 
4.3 FEA RESUTLS 
Nonlinear FEA was conducted to analyse the performance characteristics of the proposed XY CPM 
and compared with the proposed analytical models (Equations (5)-(8)). Here, commercial software, 
Comsol, is selected for FEA using tetrahedral element and finest meshing with other default. The 
stiffness center on the motion stage is chosen as the reference point for translational displacements 
of the motion stage. 
Figures 5a and 5b illustrate two cases of large-deformation using FEA. One is the translation 
along the Y-axis, and the other is the translations along both axes.  
The primary motion along each axis is shown in Figures 6a and 6b. The analytical results have a 
very good agreement with the FEA results with the maximal differences of 1.19% and 1.74% for the 
X- and Y-displacements, respectively.  
 
 
Fig. 5 FEA deformation demonstration 
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Fig. 6 Primary motion along each axis 
 
Figure 7 illustrates that the cross-axis coupling effects obtained from both the analytical model 
and the FEA results have an acceptable difference. From Figures 7a and 7b, it is shown that the 
maximal |(YSC-YSC|Fx=0)/XSC|Fy=0| for the FEA results (or the analytical results) is 5.73% (or 4.41%) 
and the maximal |(XSC-XSC|Fy=0)/YSC|Fx=0| for the FEA results (or the analytical results) is 5.57% (or 
4.41%).  
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(a) Motion along the Y-axis                               (b) Motion along the X-axis 
Fig. 7 Cross-axis coupling effect 
 
The parasitic rotation results obtained from FEA for single loading and two-axis loading are 
shown in Figure 8. For the XY CPM with stiffness center overlapping, the parasitic rotation caused 
by the single-axis load Fx is less than 4.0×10
-6
 rad in the magnitude (Figure 8a), and the one caused 
by the single-axis load Fy is better than 1.5×10
-5
 rad in the magnitude (Figure 8b), which are very 
close to the analytical results of zero. Moreover, the parasitic rotation caused by the two-axis loads 
(Fx and Fy=50N) is less than 4.9×10
-5
 rad in the magnitude (Figure 8c), and the one caused by the 
two-axis loads (Fy and Fx=50N) is lower than 6.2×10
-5
 rad in the magnitude (Figure 8d). As shown 
in Figures 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d, the stiffness center overlapping strategy works very well to minimise the 
parasitic rotation in comparison with the conventional arrangement without stiffness center 
overlapping (Figure C.1), especially for the single-loading case. 
Note that the parasitic rotation and the cross-axis coupling results obtained from the FEA model 
above are larger than those obtained from the analytical model, which may result from the following 
two aspects: a) all parts are more reasonably considered as elastic bodies in FEA; (b) these 
characteristics are very small and the FEA model may have relatively large inaccuracy in dealing 
with very small deformation or displacements.   
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       (a) Single-axis loading by Fx                         (b) Single-axis loading by Fy          
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 (c) Two-axis loading (Fx and Fy=50N)                      (d) Two-axis loading (Fy and Fx=50N)               
Fig. 8 Parasitic rotation results from FEA for two types of XY CPMs 
 
Figure 9 shows that the absolute value of the input and out motion difference, |(XAX-XSC)/XSC | 
(Figure 9a) or |(YAY-YSC)/YSC| (Figure 9b) decreases with the increase of the force along the same 
direction. The maximal motion difference in magnitude is about 12% in Figure 9a or 15% in Figure 
9b. It is noted that both the analytical results comply with the FEA results very well. 
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Fig. 9 Input and output motion difference 
. 
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Actuator non-isolation analysis is implemented by FEA in Figure 10. It can be found that the 
actuator transverse motion percentage, YAX/YSC or XAY/XSC, is lower than 0.1%, which is a 
negligible influence on the linear actuator function. Figure 10 also implies that the off-axis 
translational stiffness of the actuated P joint drops significantly with the increase of the motion 
range, which is its disadvantage. 
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            (a) Analysis for the X-axis                                          (b) Analysis for the Y-axis 
Fig. 10 Actuator non-isolation analysis using FEA 
     
5 CONCLUSIONS 
A monolithic compact and decoupled XY CPM with minimised parasitic rotation has been proposed 
using the approach of stiffness center based, and modelled with comparisons with FEA. This novel 
design presents an alternative idea to reduce the parasitic rotation using fewer legs.  In addition to 
the performance characteristics including compact configuration, approximately kinematostatic 
decoupling and minimised parasitic rotation, the proposed XY CPM also has a millimetre-level 
motion range (4 mm per bi-direction), and can well deal with the issue of actuator isolation.  
In comparison with the emerging monolithic XY CPMs obtained from the configuration of 4-PP 
kinematically decoupled TPM, apparently, the present XY CPM mainly has a smaller size, reduced 
number of parts, simpler modelling as well as smaller lost motion due to the use of only two legs. 
Compared with existing monolithic 2-legged designs with conventional arrangement (without 
stiffness center overlapping), the present design has smaller parasitic rotation. In addition, the two-
legged stacked XY CPMs with further reduced size are also presented in this paper. 
    The optimization considering a balance between the motion mass of the system (and therefore 
dynamic performance) and the geometrical parameters of the assumed rigid parts to further reduce 
the parasitic rotation and cross-axis coupling, and the experiment verification deserve investigation 
in the future.  
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APPENDIX A: A 3-Legged XY CPM 
Figure A.1 shows a 3-legged (3-PP) XY CPM with minimised parasitic rotation based on the 
strategy of partial symmetry and partial stiffness center overlapping. It is composed of two types of 
parallelogram flexure modules with identical beams to produce approximate equal primary motion 
stiffness along each axis. Note that the applied force along the Y-axis passes through the center of 
stiffness of the passive parallelogram module having primary translation along the Y-axis. 
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Fig. A.1 A 3-legged XY CPM with minimised parasitic rotation 
 
 
APPENDIX B: 2-Legged Stacked XY CPMs with Further Reduced Size 
Three types of 2-legged stacked XY CPMs with further reduced size are shown in this section 
(Figures B.1, B.2 and B.3). The stiffness centers of the two passive P joints overlap at the same 
point for reducing the parasitic rotations. Two identical legs are arranged in two levels with the 
motion stage connecting two levels. 
 
 
Fig. B.1 Two-legged stacked XY CPM design I: basic parallelogram module as passive P joint 
 
 
Fig. B.2 Two-legged stacked XY CPM design II: double parallelogram module as passive P joint  
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Fig. B.3 Two-legged stacked XY CPM design III using two double parallelogram modules in mirror 
symmetry as passive P joint: (a) new passive P joint before deformation; (b) deformed configuration 
of new passive P joint for an applied force acting at the stiffness centre; (c) XY CPM 
 
     
APPENDIX C: Linear Matrix Modelling 
In this section, linear matrix modelling [15, 16] is implemented under small deformation 
assumptions for Euler-Bernoulli beams in order to the 2-legged XY CPM with minimised parasitic 
rotation (Figure 3) and the 2-legged XY CPM with conventional arrangement [10] (one example is 
shown in Figure C.1). The compliance matrix of the latter one will be firstly investigated. 
Since the 2-legged XY CPM (Figure C.1) is composed of two identical legs, the focus is on 
deriving the stiffness and compliance matrices of Leg 1 (along the X-direction). The stiffness and 
compliance matrices for Leg 2 can be obtained by appropriate coordinate transformation 
accordingly. 
For a passive compliant parallelogram module for loads and displacements both defined at the 
center of the bottom-plane of its own motion stage, with the spanning parameter of 2W, its stiffness 
matrix is obtained as follows: 
i
i
i DKDK 


2
0
T
pm                                                              (C.1) 
where 
Motion stage 
 
Stiffness centre 
 
Motion stage 
 
No parasitic rotation 
 
(c) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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K . 
Herein, X1'=0 and Y1'=W; X2'=0 and Y2'=−W. E denotes the Young's modulus, and I=UT
3
/12 denotes 
the second moment of the cross-sectional area of the compliant beams. 
 
 
Fig. C.1 A 2-legged XY CPM with conventional arrangement 
 
    Thus, the compliance matrix of the passive compliant parallelogram module for loads and 
displacements both defined at the center of the square motion stage of the XY CPM as  
T
pm
1
pmpmmc JKJC
                                                              (C.2) 
where 











100
10
001
pm VJ , 
which is a transformation matrix obtained based on Di in Equation (C.1). 2V is the side length of the 
square motion stage. 
    Because the primary translational stiffness of the passive parallelogram module is negligible 
compared to the off-axis stiffness of the actuated compliant P joint, assume that the actuated 
compliant P joint in Leg 1 has a following simplified compliance matrix 
332212
21a
a
,
,









00
0
C
C
                                                          (C.3) 
where Ca represents the primary compliance of the actuated compliant P joint, and 220 represents a 
2×2 zero matrix. 
    Based on Equations (C.2) and (C.3), the stiffness matrix of Leg 1 for the loads and displacements 
both defined at the center of the motion stage is 
1
mcaleg1 )(
 CCK .                                                         (C.4) 
Base 
2W Fx 
L 
Fy 
Motion 
stage 
Y 
X 
2V 
T 
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    Using Equation (C.4), the stiffness matrix of the XY CPM for the loads and displacements both 
defined at the motion stage center can be derived as 
1
leg2leg1leg2leg1cpm
 RKRKK                                                 (C.5) 
where 









 

100
0)2/cos()2/sin(
0)2/sin()2/cos(
leg2 

R . 
    Accordingly, the compliance matrix for the XY CPM is obtained as 
1
cpmcpm
 KC .                                                                  (C.6) 
    Similar to the above modelling for the 2-legged XY CPM with conventional arrangement, one 
can easily to obtain the compliance matrix of the 2-legged XY CPM with minimised parasitic 
rotation (Figure 3) as 
11
leg2
1
sc2aleg2
1
leg1
1
sc1aleg1sc-cpm ])()([
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 . 
The other matrices in Equation (C.7) have the same definition as above. 
Further, the above Jpm1, Jpm2, Kpm1, and Kpm2 can be expressed as 
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    As an example, the following parameter values are specified: L=L2=L3=30 mm, T=T2=T3=0.5 
mm, V=W=W2=10.25mm, E=69 GPa, and other geometrical parameters remains the same as those 
in Table 1.  
    From Equation (1), it is known that (mm/N) 29.30/1 a C . Substituting the above values into 
Equations (C.6) and (C.7), yields 










 
rad/(Nmm) 0040.0rad/N 0180.0rad/N 0180.0
N 0180.0mm/N 7.93492mm/N 0810.0
N 0180.0mm/N 0810.0mm/N 7.93492
101 1-
-1
3
cpmC ,                  (C. 9) 
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









 
rad/(Nmm) 0004.000
0mm/N .793520
00mm/N .79352
101 3sc-cpmC .                   (C. 10) 
    Equation (C.9) shows that the 2-legged XY CPM in Figure C.1 is not completely 
kinematostatically decoupled, and has the inherent parasitic rotation under the action of only 
actuation forces because the left corner 2×2 sub-matrix is not a zero matrix. It is shown that the 
same actuation force produces larger rotations if W reduces. 
  Equation (C.10) shows a diagonal compliance matrix. This implies that the 2-legged XY CPM in 
Figure 3 is kinematostatically decoupled, and has a zero instantaneous parasitic rotation under the 
action of only actuation forces. It is noted that the actuation forces do not produce any rotation if 
the spanning geometry size (W2 or W3) decreases or the beam thickness increases. Therefore, the 
stiffness center based approach is proved again to be effective to minimise the parasitic rotation. 
 
 
 
